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Claire Potter and Lucas Ihlein: Swallow

Claire Potter and Lucas Ihlein: Swallow

39X45 cm
Salmon and Dark Brown on acid-free 240gsm cotton rag paper with deckle edge.
Limited edition of 30, signed and numbered by both the poet and the artist.

Claire writes:

“I’ve just spent a wonderful day with Sydney artist Lucas Ihlein hand-printing broadsides of one of my poems (a single-sheet poem printed on an artist’s image); and the result is beautiful – a Swallow poem inked on gorgeous, creamy paper, fashioned amidst a splendid design of bees, ready to be framed or archived as you wish…”

This Broadside has been issued as a limited edition commemorative print in conjunction with the
Publication of Potter’s new collection of poems, also entitled *Swallow*.


See more photos of this piece [here](http://bigfagpress.org/prints/claire-potter-and-lucas-ihlein-swallow/).

---

Order Potter and Ihlein: Swallow Broadside @ AUD $70.00

**Qty:** 1 [Add to Cart](http://bigfagpress.org/prints/claire-potter-and-lucas-ihlein-swallow/)

---

**About**

**BIG FAG PRESS** is Sydney's own artist-run printing collective. The **BIG FAG** is a beautiful offset-lithographic proofing press which can produce excellent quality prints up to B1 size.

**Online Store**

- [Prints](http://bigfagpress.org/prints/claire-potter-and-lucas-ihlein-swallow/)
- [Shopping Cart](http://bigfagpress.org/prints/claire-potter-and-lucas-ihlein-swallow/)
- [Checkout](http://bigfagpress.org/prints/claire-potter-and-lucas-ihlein-swallow/)
- [Terms & Conditions](http://bigfagpress.org/prints/claire-potter-and-lucas-ihlein-swallow/)
- [Shipping Rates](http://bigfagpress.org/prints/claire-potter-and-lucas-ihlein-swallow/)
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